Sotheby’s London to offer important and rarely seen View of Avignon by Claude ...
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Sotheby’s London to offer important and rarely seen View of Avignon by Claude-Joseph Vernet

Study for a Portrait of P.L. by Francis Bacon to be offered at Sotheby’s Contemporary Art Evening Auction

Sotheby’s Hong Kong sets world auction record for Qing Kangxi porcelain

“The Philippines: Archipelago of Exchange” opens at musée du quai Branly

Italian police recover painting by Marc Chagall stolen from United States yacht more than a decade ago

Console by Diego Giacometti achieves $1, 762,500 at Doyle New York design auction

Van Abbemuseum in Eindhoven announces unknown painting by El Lissitzky discovered

Rem Koolhaas-designed furniture for Knoll unveiled at Salone Internazionale del Mobile in Milan

Racing at 100 MPH with no brakes: Ex-Steve McQueen motorcycle to be sold at Bonhams

Antik A.S. to present an important auction of Turkish paintings and Ottoman art

Marcel Dzama: Puppets, Pawns, and Prophets on view at David Zwirner in London

Heritage Auctions releases ebook for collectors: How to appraise, sell more

1913 Liberty Nickel, one of only five known, leads Heritage Auctions’ Central States event

First ever Rietveld exhibition in a Dutch gallery

Brown University’s Bell Gallery examines War in Iraq

Liverpool Biennial appoints Curators for 2014

New installation by Brussels-based Scottish artist Lucy McKenzie on view at the Stedelijk Museum

Exhibition at Leila Heller Gallery celebrates the career of recently deceased Iranian artist Farideh Lashai

Christopher K. Ho’s first exhibition at Y Gallery opens in New York